[Determinants of mitral inflow velocity profiles in relation to left ventricular volume change: evaluations by pulsed Doppler echocardiography and left ventriculography].
We evaluated relationships between pulsed Doppler echocardiographic (PDE) parameters of flow velocity profiles across the mitral orifice and left ventriculographic (LVG) parameters of left ventricular volume changes. Subjects consisted of 19 patients with coronary artery disease and 12 patients with chest pain syndrome. Peak flow velocities at the rapid filling (E) and atrial contraction (A) were measured by PDE. Time constant of left ventricular relaxation (T), left ventricular minimum pressure (LVPmin), LV end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) and pulmonary capillary wedge V wave pressure (PCW-V) were measured during cardiac catheterization. From the analysis of LVG, the rapid filling fraction (RFF), and the atrial filling fraction (AFF) were obtained. The left ventricular chamber stiffness (K) was identified by the analysis of the pressure-volume relationship of the left ventricle. We investigated the relationship between A/E and AFF/RFF by univariate linear regression analysis. We then performed stepwise multivariate linear regression analysis to predict E, A, A/E, RFF, AFF and AFF/RFF by the variables of left ventricular filling, i.e., T, LVPmin, LVEDP, PCW-V, K, heart rate (at the examination of PDE or LVG), mean arterial blood pressure (at PDE or LVG) and age. The A/E correlated significantly with AFF/RFF (r = 0.50, p < 0.01). The results of the multivariate linear regression analyses were as follows: [sequence: see text] The correlation of A/E and AFF/RFF were explained by some variables, except the variable T. The results of uni- and multivariate linear regression analyses showed that factors affecting the flow velocity profile across the mitral orifice did not account for the left ventricular volume changes. We also observed that, even in subjects with coronary heart disease, aging is a main factor that influences peak flow velocity at atrial contraction (A).